JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. The purpose of this paper is to reduce the Sacks method to two easily understood lemmas whose proofs are very similar to the finite injury case. Using these lemmas we can derive all the results of Sacks on r.e. degrees, and some by Yates and Robinson as well, in a manner accessible to the nonspecialist. The heart of the method is an ingenious observation of Lachlan [7] which is combined with a further simplification of our own.
clearly holds unless Cx(x) = Cs(x) for some t ? s and x < p; but if x and t are minimal then our use of "< l(e, t)" rather than "< l(e, t)" in the definition of r(e, t) insures that the disagreement Ct(x) =# Det(At; x) is preserved forever, contrary to the hypotheses that C = De(A). Note that even though the Sacks strategy is always described as one which preserves agreements, it is crucial that we preserve at least one disagreement as well. LEMMA Finite injury arguments are characterized by the fact that the injury set Ie is finite for each e. In ?2 we shall consider cases where Ie is infinite although usually recursive. Note that Lemma 1.1 holds by virtually the same proof as above if we assume "Ie recursive" in place of "Ie finite". This will be crucial for the infinite injury method. (where X c Y denotes that X -Y is finite) so that a single positive requirement may contribute infinitely many elements to A. In the simplest cases the r.e. sets { Wp~e)}ee will be specified prior to the construction of A and will even be recursive (but not uniformly in e). As in ?1 the negative requirement Ne will assert C =# ('e(A) for some fixed set C, f <T C <T i'. For each Ne we would like a restraint function r(e, s) so that exactly as in ?1 we can enumerate x in A at stage s + 1 for the sake of Pe just if x E Wp(e),s+1 and x > r(i, s), for all i < e. The negative requirement can now be injured infinitely often by those positive requirements Pi, i < e, but reasonable hypotheses on the sets Wp(i), i < e, will enable us to meet Ne as in Lemma 1.1.
The main difficulty will be that some Pe remains unsatisfied because of the restraint functions r(i, s), i < e, which may now be unbounded in s (i.e. lim sups r(i, s) = oc). To satisfy Pe it clearly suffices to define r(e, s) such that 2 replace all instances of q(e, s) by r(g(e), s) 
